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Introduction
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1.1 Drupal 8

         Drupal performs all the standard functions of the web-
based content management system :
● Vistors can view published information on the site, navigate   

throught menu, view listings, and individual pages and so        
on

● Users can create accounts and leave comments
● Adminstrators can manage the site configuration and control  

the permissions levels of users
● Editors can create, preview and then publish content when it 

is ready
● With several built-in themes, even the look and feel of the 

site can be change easily  

With drupal 8, the scope of what a site builder can do has greatly 
increased.



1.2 Task Assigned

1)First task is about migration of FOSSEE  Scilab-Arduino 
website from Drupal 7 to Drupal 8 and adding a custom theme 
to that website.

2)Second task is to develop the custom theme for FOSSEE projects 
in drupal 8.

1.3 What’s New In Drupal 8

● Twig , a template engine by SensioLabs

● Classy, a new base theme

● Template.php becomes theme-name.theme

● Responsive design elements are included by default

● Breakpoints can be set and used across modules and themes

     Looks at all pretty thing we get to use now!!

● HTML5

● CSS3

● Modern  jQuery  libraries

● SMACSS

● Standardized  breakpoints
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Chapter 2

Custom Theme
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  In simple terms, a theme is the presentational layer. Regardless 
of the content management system (CMS), without a theme, all 
you have is content that looks very much like a Word document. A 
theme generally consists of HTMLmarkup, CSS, JavaScript, and 
media (images, video, and audio).

2.1 File Structure

     We used to place all of themes, modules, and third-party 
library assets like Font-Awesome, jquery,... at the sites/all/themes 
directory in Drupal 7. So in the past, if you want to create a custom 
theme, you would place it in /sites/all/themes/{custom/}.

     File structure in Drupal 8 has changed. Now, the core folder 
contains all the modules and themes that are used in Drupal core, 
and other custom or contributed modules and themes will live in 
the /modules, and /themes respectively.

     To create a custom theme,you will need to place it at 
/themes/{custom}

     Name your folder themename, all lowercase



File structureFile structure

      This is the file structure which I have made. All the custom 
files and folder comes under the theme folder.

2.2  The .info.yml.file

        Drupal will scan the theme directory and search for the  
theme_name.info.yml file to install your theme. Drupal 8 will look 
at the .info.yml the same way Drupal 7 looks at .info file. D8 has 
adopted the Symfony YAML (.yml) format.

        Create a file named themename.info.yml, inside 
‘themename’ folder.
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   This is a complete info.yml file of fossee_istos theme.They will 
provide meta-data about your theme, and its basic functionality.

   A region is basically a section on the page of your theme. You 
can define as many regions as you wish on your .info.yml file. And 
the next step you have to update your page.twig file to inform the 
new regions

fossee_istos.info.yml filefossee_istos.info.yml file
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2.3  Libraries

        In Drupal 7, you would include all of your stylesheets & 
scripts of your theme in the .info file. Now, in Drupal 8 you have 
to include in both the theme_name.info.yml & 
theme_name.libraries.yml to enable the stylesheets, and scripts. 
Here are what they look like.

fossee_istos.libraries.yml  filefossee_istos.libraries.yml  file
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fossee_istos.info.yml

 In Drupal 8, if you define a library in the .libraries.yml file, you 
have to declare it in the .info.yml file respectively. Drupal 8 takes 
this approach to create the new library file in order to improve 
website performance. Rather than loading all CSS, JS and other 
assets, only those that are specified in the library are loaded.

  
 With the example, in the .info file, we define a library 

called global-styling. Global-styling means that this library will be 
included on every page. And in the library file, we indicate the css, 
and js file that will load with the global-styling library.

Dependencies

  Libraries have the ability to choose other libraries as 
dependencies. This is to help Drupal know what is necessary to 
load.
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    You notice that we have dependencies: core/jquery. By default, 
Drupal 8 does not load any scripts. Jquery is not included sidewide 
like in Drupal 7. So we have to inform to include the Jquery 
version of Drupal core. And we also define core/drupal 
dependencies to take advantage of Drupal behaviors

2.4 Creating Stylesheets

     Add the CSS and Js files defined in themename.libraries.yml. 
Here, you can see an example style.css. You can design it in your 
own unique way.

     The code simply sets the content background color, width, and 
margin of the navigation bar and so on. It tells about styling the 
text of sidebars, footer, navigation bar. You can give a unique 
touch to different elements of content through a stylesheet. You 
can also add more stylesheets as per your needs
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style.cssstyle.css
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2.5 Adding regions

  A region is basically a section on the page of your theme. You 
can define as many regions as you wish on your .info.yml file. And 
the next step you have to update your page.html.twig file to inform 
the new regions.

  In order for regions to display any content placed into them, 
you'll need to make sure your new regions are also added to your 
page.html.twig file. Regions will be represented as Twig variables 
whose name corresponds with the key used in your 
THEMENAME.info.yml file with the string page. prepended.

   Theme developers don’t want to be limited with the default 
regions of Drupal 8. So defining regions is an inevitable task for 
any themers.

   The first step is to declare the regions you want to add in 
the .info.yml file

   The next step is to copy the page.html.twig file from the core 
templates folder and place it in a folder named templates within 
your theme (if you don’t have this folder you have to create one)
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page.html.twigpage.html.twig
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2.6 Templates

     Create a templates folder and inside which we will place our all 
html.twig files. Drupal allows you to override all of the templates 
that are used to produce HTML markup so that you can fully 
control the markup that is shown as output within a custom theme. 
There are templates for each page element ranging from the high 
level HTML to small fields.

Overriding templates

   We can override Drupal core templates by adding templates to 
your theme folder that follow a specific naming convention.

    To override templates you need to:

●  Locate the template you wish to override.
●  Copy the template file from its base location into your theme      
  folder.

●  (optionally) Rename the template according to the naming          
   conventions in order to target a more specific subset of areas      
   where the template is used.

●  Modify the template to your liking
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Bootstrap

   Bootstrap is a true blessing for web developers which is a sleek, 
intuitive and powerful mobile first front-end framework for faster 
and easier web development. When you mix that with LESS pre-
processor you get a mighty tool for creating a Drupal 8 theme

3.1 Base theme

● Download, extract and place the Bootstrap base theme in your 
“theme” folder. It doesn’t make any difference if the theme 
stays disabled as we will be using it just as a parent theme for 
our sub-theme.

● Copy the entire folder from “/themes/bootstrap/starterkits” and 
place it in “/themes” along with bootstrap directory.

● Download Bootstrap Source and upload it to “fosse_istos” 
folder. The source directory is named as bootstrap, which  
contains the Source Less, JavaScript, and font files.

Chapter 3
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● Rename the following files in your “fossee_istos” theme 
directory:

● THEMENAME.libraries.yml to fossee_istos.libraries.yml (All 
the libraries associated with your theme will be entered in this 
file)

● THEMENAME.starterkit.yml to fossee_istos.info.yml (The 
info file for your theme)

● THEMENAME.theme to fossee_istos.theme (SImilar to 
template.php in Drupal 7)

● config/install/THEMENAME.settings.yml to 
config/install/fossee_istos.settings.yml (This file is only used to 
override existing settings.)

● config/schema/THEMENAME.schema.yml to 
config/schema/fossee_istos.schema.yml (Schema for the theme 
setting configuration file of your theme.)

● Now we need to open up a few files and perform a find and 
replace on the string THEMENAME.
● Open the following files:
● THEMENAME.info.yml: Give your sub-theme a name such as 

“Bootstrap” and find all THEMENAME and replace them with 
fossee_istos.

● /config/schema/THEMENAME.schema.yml: Find all instances 
of THEMENAME and replace fossee_isto.

● /config/install/THEMENAME.settings.yml: Find all instances 
of THEMENAME and replace fossee_isto.
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● THEMENAME.libraries.yml: Open the libraries file and 
uncomment the JS section for SASS

● Then enable your theme in drupal site

17



Chapter 4

Custom Theme Setting

      In the Drupal administration section, each theme has its own 
settings page at admin/appearance/settings/themeName. And this 
page has a form with standard settings like “Logo image settings” 
and “Shortcut icon settings.”

      In Drupal 8, themes can modify the entire theme settings form by 
adding a PHP function to either the THEMENAME.theme file or to 
a theme-settings.php file. In one of those files, a theme should use 
THEMENAME_form_system_theme_settings_alter
(&$form, $form_state) hook function.

4.1 Social_Media

●  The modules provides a configurable block that display links 
(icons) to your profiles on various popular networking sites.

● Social media platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, 
Instagram  are easitest ways to communicate with users. 

● We create new file and call it as fossee_istos.theme file and add 
the following to it or even add this to theme-settings.php file

18



The *.theme file is a PHP file that contains theme hooks for 
preprocessing variables. We will create a theme file specific to our 
theme that we can use to grab the comment count, based on each 
individual post, and then return the count to our Twig template as a 
variable that can be printed.

fossee_istos.theme filefossee_istos.theme file
  Implementing  the hook_proprocess_page for block template
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 Implementing hook_form_system_alter() function
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  Then we want to use the variable in the .twig file

 

  Then i have given the  default value for the social url, we can 
include it in our config/install/fossee_istos.settings.yml
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  Once that file is there you can clear your site’s cache and go to 
the theme settings for your site 
/admin/appearance/settings/fosee_istos and you will see the social 
media form

  Site administrator can simply add the url in the  text box for 
particular social media icons then it appear in the site header.if the 
admin not define the socil media url then the google-plus icon will 
not show in the site.
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4.2 Flexslider

        The  modules allows you to display multiple images as 
slideshow within a single node. Flexslider is a popular  jQuery 
responsive slider that provides  designers and developers a fast was 
to get up and rumming with a image slider.

4.2.1  Adding Flexslider Files

● Download the files from  http://flexslider.woothemes.com/
● Extract Flexslider to our include folder in our theme.
● Give the path to the Flexslider in the info.yml file and 

the .libraries.yml  file
● And then implement the custom function and the hook 

function in the  fossee_istos.theme file
● Then we want to use the variable in the .twig file
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    Once that file is there you can clear your site’s cache and go to the 
theme settings for your site /admin/appearance/settings/fosee_istos 
and you will see the flexslder form

    Here admin can give the flexslider image, title, caption, url then it 
will display in the front page. Admin can able to change it 
dynamically
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Chapter 5

Color Module 

  The color module built into Drupal 8 core allows administrators 
to change the color scheme of compatible themes.Creating a 
theme that need  to work for multiple sites with different color 
schemes .The Color module allows you to easily change the color 
of links, backgrounds, text, and  other theme elements. Now 
admins  can choose whatever colors they want.

5.1 Setting up our Theme

      Once we have created our theme we need to create the 
directory color and we want to create at least one file named 
color.inc . There are more files that can be put here to make the 
preview for the admins better like preview.css, preview.js, 
preview.html

      We also need a CSS file with all of your color things that you 
are letting the admins control with Drupal.

      Our directory structure should look like the following 
example. Where your CSS file is and what it is named isn’t a 
requirement of the Color Module, but you do need to properly link 
to them.
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 The fossee_istos.libraries.yml is needed to give the path to your 
CSS that the Color Module will be using. It should look like the 
following:

  The fossee_istos.info.yml is a requirement of every theme, and 
the only thing worth mentioning here is that it must have a library 
that it is using so you can pull in your CSS changes. It should look 
like the following.
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The color.inc is the file that is doing all of the work, a minimum 
file would be like the following:

Once that file is there you can clear your site’s cache and go to the 
theme settings for your site /admin/appearance/settings/fosee_istos 
and you will see the color form. The form should have all of the 
fields you defined and show a color wheel allowing admin to pick 
whatever color they’d like for the page
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  Now admins can choose whatever colors they want. If you change 
those and view the site, you will see that has happened yet. The 
next step needed is to create the CSS that Drupal will actually be 
using to color the site with the values entered in the admin form.
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4.2  Setting up our CSS

       Create color classes that you apply to your HTML as needed 
that color things.
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  Something very important that you should take note of is how 
colors in your CSS map to the colors in the admin form. In Drupal 8 
we are grabbing the HEX defined as the default in your color.inc and 
replacing that with the new value saved in the config form. In our 
default scheme, .main-container is set to #e0ffff so in our color.css 
file anywhere that hex exists, it will get overridden to be the new 
primary color set in the admin interface.

Result :
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● https://stackoverflow.com/
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